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Abstract—We present recent extensions to SQuAVisiT, Software Quality Assessment and Visualization Toolset. While SQuAVisiT has been designed with traditional software and traditional
caller-callee dependencies in mind, recent popularity of Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) required extensions that enable analysis
of additional forms of dependencies: EJB dependency injections,
object-relational (persistence) mappings and Web service mappings. In this paper we discuss the implementation of these
extensions in SQuAVisiT and the application of SQuAVisiT to
an open-source software system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
SQuAVisiT, Software Quality Assessment and Visualization
Toolset [1], is a generic framework allowing for quality
analysis and visualization of software systems. Rather than
reimplementing different analysis and visualization techniques
we have opted for a generic plugin architecture facilitating
reuse of existing tools such as code duplication detector
CCFinder [2] and dependency visualizer SolidSX [3]. SQuAVisiT has been successfully applied in a number of industrial
case studies [4], [5].
While SQuAVisiT has been developed with traditional software and traditional caller-callee dependencies in mind, in
recent years we have seen a growing demand for application
of SQuAVisiT to non-traditional software such as Simulink
models [6] or Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)-based applications.
In this paper we focus on the SQuAVisiT extensions necessary
to support the latter applications. EJB [7] is one of the APIs of
Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE), a Java computing
platform. EJB is a managed, server-side component architecture for developing business applications. A typical EJB
application contains a collection of beans that are managed
by a container (or an Application Server).
As opposed to traditional caller-callee dependency mechanism, beans’ interaction at runtime rely upon a dependency
injection mechanism hidden inside the container. The “latent”
character of the dependency injection mechanism makes tracing dependencies between artifacts in an EJB application a
challenging task [8], [9]. To support developers and maintainers of EJB-based applications we extend SQuAVisiT with the
ability to extract EJB-specific dependencies, i.e., EJB dependency injections, object-relational (persistence) mappings and
Web service mappings.

EjbDependenciesAnalyzer box existed in SQuAVisiT earlier.
The EJB 3.1 specification provides the developer with two
methods of specifying how the container should manage the
beans: source code annotations and deployment descriptors.
Java Parser parses the source code of the EJB application
and generates an XML file containing classes and interfaces
found. For each class, the XML file lists its methods and fields;
for each method—the methods it invokes; for classes, methods
and fields—annotations, if present.
For each dependency type, we created a separate component: Web Analyzer, Persistence Analyzer and Injection
Analyzer. Note that dependency injection can be specified
by means of both annotations and deployment descriptor;
whereas, persistence or Web service mappings can only be
defined using annotations.
The Injection Locator and Injection Analyzer components
work together in order to extract dependencies between Java
classes. The Injection Locator provides an API that can be
used to find out what class will be injected for a certain
variable. It parses both the annotations and the deployment
descriptor and creates a mapping from ejb-names to beans.
Next, it computes a mapping from each interface to all the
classes that implement it. Finally, the deployment descriptor
is parsed to obtain custom injections from the ejb-ref and ejblocal-ref nodes. When determining what bean will be injected
in a reference, Injection Locator checks whether there exists
an entry in the deployment descriptor for this reference. If this
is not the case, it checks what bean implements the interface
of the reference and returns that bean.
The Injection Analyzer browses through the source code and
checks where EJB annotations are used. For each annotation
it adds a dependency between the class and the annotation it
occurs in and the class that will be injected.
In addition to dependencies the three Analyzer components
identify the hierarchical structure of the system packages and
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II. T OOL D ESIGN
An overview of the architecture of our tool is illustrated
in Figure 1. The components that are not contained in the
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Fig. 1. Tool Architecture
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classes. DependenciesSQuAVisiT component provides an API
for storing the extracted dependencies. When the extraction
finishes, this component outputs the Dependencies file that
can be used, e.g., by the dependency visualizer SolidSX.
III. C ASE STUDY
Our concern was not just how to extract the dependencies
from the source code, but also how to further analyze them
in a way a human can easily understand. Therefore, we have
used the radial diagram of SolidSX [3], the follow-up tool of
ExTraVis, that has been shown to be beneficial for program
comprehension [10]. In the radial diagram, the hierarchy of
artifacts is displayed as concentric rings, whereas the curved
lines represent dependencies between two artifacts (Figure 2).

implement interfaces, i.e., the user does not have to be aware
that the implementing beans use persistence mappings.
Third, classes in amelioration.business.impl.model have
many @JoinColumn dependencies on tables created by the
classes from amelioration.business.impl.model.type, but not
vice versa. This indicates that there exists an association
relation from the former classes to the latter.
Finally, @implements shows a clear separation between
packages containing Java interfaces and packages containing
implementation of these interfaces.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents recent extensions to SQuAVisiT, Software Quality Assessment and Visualization Toolset, enabling
SQuAVisiT to analyse and visualize dependencies found in
EJB-based applications. Three EJB-specific additional types of
dependencies are extracted: injected dependencies, persistence
mappings and Web service mappings.
We have applied the extended SQuAVisiT to a number
of small and medium-size open-source EJB applications, and
obtained meaningful maintainability insights.
As a future work we consider application of the tool in
industrial case studies, integration of SQuAVisiT with I2SD,
our tool for reverse engineering Sequence Diagrams from
Enterprise JavaBeans with interceptors [12], and definition of
metrics based on the new types of dependencies [13], [14].
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Fig. 2. Traditional implements-dependencies between classes and interfaces
(Java) are red, injected @EJB dependencies (EJB) are blue and persistency
dependencies @JoinColumn and @Table (EJB) are green.
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